Trivium Racing’s Covid Plan 2021
Thank you for your interest in this race. We are working much harder than in most years to make to
produce this race. We want to make sure that we have safe and live events in 2021. Obviously 2020
and now 2021 has been stressful for athletes, not knowing if an event will happen live, and if there
money has been well spent. Trivium Racing is committed to having back up plans that will allow this
race to happen. We were able to produce several of our summer and fall events with some
modifications and we are working hard with the evet venues, local municipalities and safety officials to
make sure we are headed in the right direction. While some modifications might be necessary, the
following order of modifications should give you a bit of insight into how this event should happen given
the current pandemic climate.
1) The event takes place as normal with Covid safety protocols in place:
a. Athletes wearing masks prior to the event and after the event
b. Temperature checks and Covid screening prior to the race
c. Volunteers and staff masked and screened. Also wearing face shields and gloves in
areas where there is a high level of interaction (registration, packet pickup, and aid
stations.
2) The event takes place as normal with the addition of waves/corrals and potentially time trial
starts to space out athletes and allow for larger gatherings.
a. This may require athletes to pick a start time, but in most cases will not greatly increase
the event timeline.
b. Athletes may do a contactless packet pickup by picking up their packets in their corral.
c. Aid stations and Course Volunteers could potentially be reduced or removed to make
sure the event stays under the gathering limits
d. All other procedures above will be in place as well.
3) Trivium Racing may break the race up into multiple separate races. This could mean athletes
picking a start time in the weeks leading up to the race and us having races all day, and
potentially all weekend.
a. This will allow for more athletes to race, and more spacing.
b. There will be a limited number of spots for each race, if athletes cannot find a time slot
that works for them they will need to switch to virtual. Trivium will do everything we
can to have as many time slots as feasible.
c. This could mean that some places on the course are not manned by police if necessary
for this event (not necessary for all races) Due to the event total timeline potentially
taking 20+ hours.
d. All other procedures above will in place as well.
4) Trivium Racing will look for an alternate date to host this event. The “rain dates” will be
limited due to an full race calendar. We will try and update athletes on what that rain date
will be as early on in registration and as municipalities and event venues allow us to
a. Athletes who cannot make this “rain date” will need to switch to virtual
b. The potential Rain Date for this race is: September 11th, 2021
5) If there is a complete shutdown, or the event venue refuses all of the above options (this is
unlikely as we have had the first 3 options work in most of our event locations already) the
event will be moved to virtual

